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Review of Tina of Central London

Review No. 33774 - Published 2 Sep 2003

Details of Visit:

Author: j random punter
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 31/7/2003 1.30 pm
Duration of Visit: 1 hr
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Love Roses
Website: http://www.loveroses.co.uk
Phone: 07909734634

The Premises:

tina's locations is in the top flat in what seems to be a nice area close to baker street station. the flat
was clean and well furnished.

The Lady:

her photos at loveroses as well as those on scandalbabes.co.uk and divaescort.com are real and a
good representation. i was slightly disappointed when i saw her at first, but when she got nekkid
and i saw them titties, damn it was fine. she is really really hot.

The Story:

this was an amazing session. owo was offered, but not to completion, anal wasn't offered and i
didn't care to ask, other than that, tina offers a pretty decent gfe. she kissed me passionately, was
responsive to my reverse oral and playing with those fantastic boobies, and we had sex in a number
of different positions. the nearest thing to a criticism i can offer was that she may have been overly
focused on getting me to cum, i enjoy the sex stuff for the journey more than the arrival and she
was getting concerned that i took a while to unload, but this is equally a sign of professionalism on
her part, it just detracted slightly from the whole gfe thing.

there are other girls that i want to see and i dont punt regularly enough to guarantee getting through
everyone i'd like, but i would love to have a go on tina again (and again and again...)
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